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We hope that you find this Ontikoppal Panchangam 2013-2014
(Kannada Panchangam) useful. You can buy the PDF of

panchang online from the seller’s website, Amazon, eBay, etc.
These Panchangas are widely used all over India. It contains

information regarding every auspicious day along with all
festivals in the year. Check out the details of this Kannada

Panchanga below. The Ontikoppal Panchangam is an important
panchangam or a calendar created with the help of the Vedic
astrology. It is specially designed for people who want to get

married. Most of the people are unaware of the life beyond the
date of the marriage. They forget to consider the important

things which will impact them for the rest of their lives. There
are many factors that play an important role in the happiness
of married people. Panchang includes all the important details

about the marriage which will support the married life. The
Ontikoppal is one of the major Hindu festivals which involve

the marriage ceremony and a new life. A marriage without the
Ontikoppal is incomplete because of it holds a great

significance in the Hindu culture and also serves as the best
example for a happy married life. The Ontikoppal Panchangam

can be downloaded from different websites. In this way, we
also get the opportunity to know more about the popular

Kannada Panchanga . When we plan our life, we know nothing
about the future and the trouble we may face at that time. For
that reason, marriage is considered as the only safe solution.
When we get the idea about marriage life after reading the

details of marriage, we feel relieved, and we wish to start our
life in a comfortable way. This Ontikoppal is one of the major
events in the life of a Hindu and this is the best time to plan

your life.
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Vantikoppal or V. V. Mohalla is a small
area or locality in Mysore City. This

Shubhakruth nama samvatsara
Vantikoppal Kannada Panchanga 2021

gives the Kannada Panchanga
2021-2022. This panchanga also gives

the Sasti Shubh Muhurat and main date
of all major Kannada Hindu Festivals.

ONTIKOPPALA PANCHANGA is a popular
Kannada Panchangam published every

year by Tn Krishnaiah Setty & Sons.
This is a Shubhakruth nama samvatsara

Vontikoppal Kannada Panchanga or
Kannada panchanga. The information is
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available in Kannada language only.
Ontikoppal or Vontikoppal is a small
area or locality in Mysore City. This

panchanga gives complete information
about auspicious muhurtham details, all
festival information, and Rashi phalas

for this year. ONTIKOPPALA
PANCHANGA is a popular Kannada

Panchanga published every year by Tn
Krishnaiah Setty & Sons. This is a
Shubhakruth nama samvatsara

Vontikoppal Kannada Panchanga or
Kannada panchanga. The information is

available in Kannada language only.
Ontikoppal or Vontikoppal is a small
area or locality in Mysore City. This

panchanga gives complete information
about auspicious muhurtham details, all
festival information, and Rashi phalas

for this year. Ontikoppal or Vontikoppal
is also not composed by any Bookstore

or Publisher in Kannada language.
ONTIKOPPALA PANCHANGA is a popular

Kannada Panchanga published every
year by Tn Krishnaiah Setty & Sons.
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This is a Shubhakruth nama samvatsara
Vontikoppal Kannada Panchanga or

Kannada panchanga. The information is
available in Kannada language only.
Ontikoppal or Vontikoppal is a small
area or locality in Mysore City. This

panchanga gives complete information
about auspicious muhurtham details, all
festival information, and Rashi phalas

for this year. 5ec8ef588b
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